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Business issues and challenges

KPMG LINK 360

The changing regulatory environment has put a greater emphasis on having visibility of processes and

controls within global businesses.

There is an ever-increasing need for high-quality, real-time information, putting more pressure on tax,

risk and other compliance departments.

KPMG solution

KPMG LINK 360 is our global process management and collaboration tool that can help you manage

your tax and statutory accounting compliance obligations worldwide with these three core functions:

 Reporting and Data Management: LINK 360 has reporting functionality covering a range of

areas which are sourced from the workflow management or from the data gathering tool that

uses questionnaire functionality to collect and collate that data in a standard format and language

 Workflow Management: This tracks progress of compliance and provides an overview of

processes in real-time including the operation of controls. Tracking a pre-defined set of

milestones against progress

 Document Management: This is a structured repository that serves as a single place where

supporting documents for the processes you are monitoring can be collated, accessed when

required and archived when they cease to be needed

Added value

KPMG LINK 360 with visibility and control of 

global compliance:

 Has real-time visibility - on your compliance

status enabling the escalation of any issues

to quickly facilitate resolution

 Helps manage operational risk - better and

more complete information to help

proactively manage risk

 Drives global consistency - provides a

framework that helps drive consistency of

processes and controls

 Is a secure web based application, hosted

by KPMG, placing minimal demands on

your own IT resources and infrastructure
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Contact us to see how Tax Technology 
can empower your business:
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